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Executive Summary 
Recent discoveries in the field of quantum photonics have lead to a variety of new 


techniques that have quickly become a subject of increasing attention in scientific literature. One 


such technique is the use of single molecule fluorescence detection, which has shown to have a 


promising future and the potential to revolutionize quantum photonics in science and technology. 


Single molecule fluorescence detection is a new invigorating upcoming field which, has sparked 


the interest and attracted the attention of many profound researchers and companies.  MagiQ is a 


privately owned company based out of New York City. MagiQ has been a pioneer in the research 


and development of quantum information processing including the new technique of single 


molecule fluorescence detection.  The company’s profound Quantum Photonics technologies 


provide innovative solutions for industrial, commercial and research applications.  The newest 


product proposal is a fluorescence based single photon source.   


MagiQ designs and manufactures hardware and software associated with this products 


order to serve the quantum market.  This quantum optic product of single molecule fluorescence 


detection has a wide scope of uses.  One of many uses has been in determining physical 


properties of materials by probing the diffusion of single molecules.  By using single molecules to 


probe the emission spectra, lifetime, and intensity fluctuation of certain environments clients are 


able to discover details of localized areas, which have never been possible prior to the expansion 


of the quantum optics field.  Clients have then used the companies product line in all types of 


fields from condensed matter, to the determination of complex biological molecules.  


 MagiQ is geographically ideally positioned to corner a significant share of the emerging 


market of quantum photonics.  The headquarters for research and development is located in 


Sommerville, Massachusetts.  MagiQ is near the heart of one of the nation’s premier optics 


communities, in close proximity to Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 


as well as many thriving high technology companies. 


In the short time span of five years, MagiQ has established itself as a leader in the field of 


Quantum Cryptography and Single Photon Detection. MagiQ’s mission is devoted to developing 


its reputation through the implementation of core values. These values are as follows.  


 


Strong focus on innovation: Firstly, the companies success comes from an unyielding 


commitment to research and development brought by a strong, visionary leadership. The MagiQ 


philosophy is built on the capability of meeting optical challenges with unique solutions that will 


forge the company beyond the competition.  As an organization, the company is going beyond 


research and development by working in close collaboration with research programs at leading 


academic institutions such as Harvard University and MIT. MagiQ is also developing relationships 


with major network security providers to sell, manufacture and license products.  With the 


ambition and expertise of the management group, a strong technological future is anticipated. 
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Strong Development in Intellectual Property: Secondly, with MagiQ products the company has 


had an advantage on the development of key patents in the field of Quantum, such as 


cryptographic and photon detection techniques.  The company has proven to previously and will 


continually invest in intellectual property activities to further accelerate its continuing success and 


maximize profit margin in the long run.  


 


Flexibility and Customer Service: Lastly MagiQ provides personalized attention for the client’s 


needs to ensure satisfaction. The Customer and Engineering Services group will work with the 


clients to develop customized solutions and troubleshoot manufacturing problems. The company 


also includes on-site training and application support with every installation. If at any time the 


client has a concern the team of experts can easily be contacted. The company prides 


themselves on punctuality and a short development cycle.  MagiQ product quality, on-time 


delivery, responsive customer service and cost effectiveness has maintained client satisfaction. 


 


MagiQ’s key to success is facilitated through its devotion to the development of cutting-


edge products in close proximity to major client venues. In addition its research and development 


headquarters are looking to expand internationally. Its growth efforts are currently focused on the 


identification and development of a number of qualified sites of small-scale production facilities to 


advance the expansion effort.  MaqiQ’s ambition is to build, own, operate these facilities and 


develop a portfolio of long-term producing assets.  


 


I. Company Description 
MagiQ was founded by Robert Belfond in 1999.  Robert graduated from the University of 


Virginia with degrees in Mathematics and Economics in 1981.  He was Director of International 


Trading at D. E. Shaw & Co, from 1989 to 1992. There, he was in charge of research, 


development, and implementation of a series of successful trading and arbitrage strategies in the 


global financial markets. He later became a Managing Director at Millennium Partners, L.P. from 


1992 to 1998, where he developed proprietary quantitative financial forecasting and risk models. 


MagiQ has utilized its expertise in science and engineering to produce products with significant 


and ground-breaking implications on both a business and consumer level.  It was initially founded 


as a company that offered unparalleled networking security through quantum cryptography.  


Thus, MagiQ spent its first five years directing its research and development and marketing 


toward the realization of quantum key distribution (QKD).  This resulted in the development of 


their QPN systems, which were directly marketed to businesses.  The QPN system, MagiQ’s sole 


product at the time, utilized QKD to offer uncompromising security in a marketplace where current 
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cryptographic techniques for securing important information were becoming increasingly 


insecure.   


MagiQ later began research into the development of a reliable single photon source which 


was capable of producing deterministically polarized photons on demand. This came as a natural 


progression from their previous work with quantum cryptography systems, and served not only to 


allow MagiQ to appeal to a greater market, but also to improve its existing product by upgrading 


its photon source. 


MaqiQ is currently a retailer of both the QPN quantum cryptography system, as well as a 


single photon source.  They are unique in that their products have benefits across multiple 


markets, namely in medicine and quantum information. They are a privately-held company 


headquartered in New York City with research and development laboratories in Somerville, 


Massachusetts.  They are currently a small company with fewer than thirty employees, and have 


no plans to go public currently.  They are primarily funded by several individuals.  MagiQ’s 


ultimate goal is to build a successful business enterprise in addition to doing important scientific 


research.    


 


II. Description of Product: 


• Company Name: MagiQ Technologies, http://www.magiqtech.com/ 


• Product: an efficient single photon source based on single photon fluorescence via a 
confocal microscopy schema, to be incorporated into existing quantum information 
processing products for ultra-secure communications, and later as a standalone product 
for wider applications 


• Definitions and Terms: 
Single Photon Source: An apparatus which produces individual photons on demand 
Confocal Microscope: A microscope which allows very precise focusing on a sample 
of fluorescing material 
Fluorescence: An atomic energy transition which results in the release of a single 
photon 
Quantum Information Processing (QIP): a method of processing shared 
communication data based on quantum optical science  


 
There has been much development in the fields of Quantum Information Processing (QIP) 


and quantum communication. However, there are still many obstacles to achieving a higher goal 


of quantum computing. Perhaps the most important practical obstacle is the need for an efficient 


source that can produce single deterministically polarized photons on demand at room 


temperature. This important component can also be incorporated into existing QIP equipment to 


increase efficiency and reduce errors. Further applications include biomedical and condensed 


matter research, where single molecule fluorescence is of the utmost importance. 


The concept that fuels the current product is confocal microscopy of single emitters. There 


are several distinct components of this product. First, the confocal microscope is used to focus 
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onto a single emitter in a sample. The microscope uses a pinhole, or some other type of small 


aperture, to reject out-of-focus light. The result is a reduced depth of field and better resolution 


than conventional microscopy. The pinhole rejects any background light surrounding the focal 


point of the system, resulting in increased source efficiency. 


The second part of the product is the fluorescence, including the sample emitters and the 


excitation method. There are a variety of single molecule dyes that would be suitable as emitters, 


as well as quantum dots. Quantum dots have the added benefit of being able to tune the 


fluorescence wavelength to optical communication ranges.  In addition, the emitters used will be 


in a liquid crystal host.  The use of a cholesteric liquid crystal host which is properly tuned to the 


emission wavelength of the emitters enables the emission of single photons on demand of 


definite polarization handedness.  The samples must be resistant to photo-bleaching, as they will 


be used continually for extended periods of time.  Using a sample of single emitters in an oxygen 


depleted environment may drastically reduce the occurrence of photo-bleaching. 


A pulsed laser will supply the excitation energy. The laser and the emitter need to have the 


following properties: (1) the laser must overlap the absorption spectrum of the emitter for efficient 


use; (2) the pulse separation of the laser must be larger than the fluorescence lifetime of the 


sample. The first condition leads to efficient absorption and emission of the sample. The second 


property ensures that only one photon will be emitted per laser pulse. The result is an efficient 


deterministically polarized single photon source on demand. 


Although the samples will be highly resistant to bleaching, it is still probable that after 


prolonged laser exposure emission of photons will cease. The emitters can then be considered 


consumables because they will be used for a certain amount of time, then get replaced. Packs of 


multiple slides containing the emitter doped in a liquid crystal host will be available for purchase 


along with the product. The replaceable slides will be easy to install, reducing the down-time of 


any system that incorporates the new product. 


 


Comparison with current technology 


This product will provide several advantages over competing technology. First, many 


current sources use a highly attenuated laser or spontaneous parametric down-conversion in a 


non-linear crystal to produce a very low intensity stream of light. These sources may have an 


average of one photon per unit time, but their efficiency is lacking. There is no way of knowing 


when a photon will exit the system, meaning photons cannot be produced on demand.  


Several sources have been created which produce single photons on demand with 


methods similar to this current approach.1, 2, 3 However, these sources are not capable of 


                                                 
1 Pelton et al, “Efficient Source of Single Photons: A Single Quantum Dot in a Micropost Microcavity”, Physical Review 
Letters, Volume 89, Number 23, 2 December 2002. 
2 Beveratos et al, “Single Photon Quantum Cryptography”, Physical Review Letters, Volume 89, Number 18, 28 October 
2002. 
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producing deterministically polarized photons. Having a source of photons on demand with a 


known polarization is desirable in many areas of QIP. 


 
III. Strategy and Implementation: 
Target Market 


This product has several specific target markets. Initially, in the areas of quantum 


communication and quantum cryptography there will be demand from government, military, 


business, financial institutions, and other original equipment manufacturers looking for secure 


communication with a single photon source. When the single photon source is ready to be offered 


as a stand-alone product, there are other potential markets, including biomedical and condensed 


matter research that use fluorescence microscopy. MagiQ is prepared to offer a solution that is 


customizable to each specific application. 


 


Milestones 


To establish the single photon source in the market, the following milestones will be achieved: 


- Completion of a single photon source for integration with current MagiQ products. 


- Positive customer response to products containing the new source over the first two 


years of use. 


- Completion of a stand-alone single photon source that can be used by other companies 


for any of the broad range of applications. 


- Use of company reputation and positive feedback to advertise the product to new 


potential clients. 


 


The milestones will be realized in two phases. The first phase includes the first two years of 


product development and implementation within current MagiQ products. This phase will provide 


an important period where the product can be closely observed during use. This allows the 


research and development team to monitor performance and make any necessary improvements 


before the product is available to a larger market. There will also be a benefit from the feedback 


of current MagiQ clients. The first phase will allow the sales and marketing team to develop 


awareness of the product through its positive performance within current MagiQ equipment.  


The second phase is a growth phase. Upon successful completion of phase one, the 


product will be developed into a stand-alone package. This single photon source can than be 


used by any company that is involved in the fields of QIP, condensed matter, biomedical 


research, and any number of other emerging fields. 


 


Distribution 


                                                                                                                                                 
3 Treussart et al, “Direct Measurement of the Photon Statistics of a Triggered Single Photon Source”, Physical Review 
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Distribution of the new product will be integrated within the current scheme for MagiQ’s 


existing secure communication products. Representatives will be available via phone, email, and 


in the New York City headquarters to handle any questions related to operation of the product or 


sales.  Advertising will be handled through the company website, trade magazines, trade shows, 


and printed brochures. Sales and marketing representatives will also begin contacting potential 


clients to increase awareness of the product. Customer service will be available via telephone 


and internet. MagiQ will also offer full installation services with the purchase of one of these 


sophisticated product solutions. 


The single photon source is a unique and innovative solution at this time, and pricing will 


reflect this appropriately. However, promotions will still be offered to current MagiQ clients that 


use the new product within the current solutions. As competitors in the market begin to rise, an 


established and loyal clientele will be beneficial in gaining a positive reputation that will aid in 


growth during the second phase of operation. 


 


Management Responsibilities 


Dr. Michael LaGasse, VP of engineering, and Dr. Alexei Trifonov, Chief Scientist and VP of 


research and development, will be responsible for overseeing the research and development of 


the product through both phases. Achievement of the aforementioned milestones is dependent on 


the success of their research and development team. Andrew Hammond, VP of marketing, will be 


responsible for making initial contact with potential clients for the growth phase. He will also 


initiate the marketing strategies chosen throughout the product’s development. Kevin B. 


Latraverse, VP of worldwide sales, will work in conjunction with Andrew Hammond to initiate 


contact with any potential worldwide customers. 


Product research and development will be based in the facilities in Massachusetts. Within 


phase one, all manufacturing and research will be carried out in U.S. facilities. MagiQ will also be 


looking into acquiring manufacturing facilities overseas to provide more timely service to 


international clients. Sales and marketing will be headquartered in New York City. CEO and 


founder, Bob Gelfond, will oversee the direction of the project and facilitate communication 


between all parties within the company. 


The success of this product depends on the implementation of both phases of the business 


strategy in order to reach our goals and milestones. The management team will be responsible 


for keeping MagiQ on the track toward a successful product launch. 


 


IV. Marketing and Promotions 
  
Situation Analysis 


                                                                                                                                                 
Letters, Volume 89, Number 9, 26 August 2002. 
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Growth in the communication industry has resulted from a great increase of network traffic. 


As companies, government agencies and individuals use publicly-accessible networks, a need for 


secure transmission of data has become paramount. With higher transmission rates, a large 


volume of sensitive data, and sophisticated communications interfaces which enable network 


access to users, increasing levels of security have been necessary. Algorithm-based encryption 


has filled this need in the past. With developments in industrial applications of quantum 


information processing, ultra-secure communications are possible. MagiQ Technologies 


specializes in such products. Specifically of interest to this analysis is the new release of an 


efficient single photon source based on confocal microscopy and fluorescence of a specially 


prepared substance.  


As stated in other sections of this analysis, once the new photon-on-demand source has 


moved through the research and development phase, it will first be marketed as an upgrade or 


retrofit to existing clients and an add-on for new QIP client solutions. This market is well-defined, 


and includes government agencies, financial institutions, the military, and other industries which 


require secure data handling. Further development of a stand-alone product will enable marketing 


to other industries such as biomedical and condensed matter research. MagiQ is well poised to 


make a new product offering as it enhances its ability to serve its existing client base and is an 


excellent opportunity for growth. 


 
A. Strengths 


• Established industry leader in QIP 


• Expertise of scientific and business professionals 


• US location near research laboratory sources 


• Provides specialized solutions for high-security communications needs 


• Post-purchase consumables will increase revenue 


• Industry partnerships (in alphabetical order) facilitate international market penetration 
Cavium Networks 
Dueprigreco (Europe) 
Nissho (Japan) 
Now Wireless (United Kingdom) 
Quantum Communications Victoria (Silicon Graphics, Qucor, University of 
Melbourne, Australia) 
Sun Microsystems (USA) 
World Tech (International Marketing, USA) 


B. Weaknesses 


• Product offerings are few 


• Highly customized products—one-off solutions are costly to manufacture 


• Low adoption rate within data-intensive industries means fewer products in the market, 
less name recognition 
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C. Opportunities 


• Growing need for ultra-secure communication and data transfer which an efficient single-
photon source can accommodate 


• Need for increased efficiency single-photon source which will lead to greater marketability 
of new and existing products 


• Eventual stand-alone design will be marketable to targeted industries other than QIP 
D. Threats 


• Poor adoption due to easier and less costly solutions 


• Competition 
id Quantique, http://www.idquantique.com/ 
> offers optical instrumentation and QIP solutions which gives better opportunity for 


revenue generation due to diversity 
> based in Switzerland 
 
SmartQuantum, http://www.smartquantum.com/ 
> similar product offering as MagiQ 
> based in France 
 


Promotion 


Low-cost, low-volume integrated promotional outlets are well suited to MagiQ’s integrated 


promotional strategy and fall within the norms for the industry. Since initially the product will be 


appropriate for a small market, targeted, one-on-one techniques will be the best use of 


promotional funds. Techniques include: 


• Web presence: to serve as a portal for corporate news and information  
(analyzed in depth below) 


• Trade show presence: this strategy allows face-to-face contact with industry decision-
makers who may be interested in the new single photon source. Trade shows also 
provide excellent sales networking opportunities and are good forums for distribution of 
sales materials. 


• Trade magazine advertising: advertising in trade magazines which the target audience is 
likely to read provides two benefits. First, it serves as a media presence which can lead a 
potential client to MagiQ’s web site for further information. Second, consistent presence 
in published sources may open opportunities to provide editorial expertise on upcoming 
articles or receive press exposure through informational articles about MagiQ. 


• Public relations: magazine and newspaper articles (as mentioned above). Press 
announcements will be prepared when corporate developments are ready for release. 


• Printed collateral such as brochures and data sheets provide sales support material 


• Industrial partnerships provide opportunities to penetrate a wider geographical territory 
 


Web Site Analysis 


MagiQ has an existing web presence which is functionally appropriate to the current 


business model. Specifically, the web site is a resource for information about company history, 


product offerings and the science behind them, trade show activities and news in the form of 


press releases and news articles (Figure 1). The web site contains a large volume of information, 
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and this is seen as a necessity given the relatively low adoption of QIP or single-photon systems. 


Education is one task of sales and marketing, and the web site serves as a repository for the 


many electronic documents which might be helpful to potential clients. The site is navigable by 


either browsing or searching, the latter of which is extremely helpful for finding information 


quickly. The target market is technologically sophisticated, so the ability to access electronic 


documents is extremely important. 


 


 
 


Figure 1: www.magiqtech.com site map showing the various topics which may be  
accessed on the current web site 


 


Since a working web site is already established, the main web-based marketing activities 


will consist of maintenance, updates, reporting and hosting: 


• Web Maintenance and Reporting 
Web River or a similar web site development company will provide development 
updates as new web content is needed. We will require design of a few additional 
pages for the new single photon source product, and continuing monthly updates as 
our electronic library grows. In addition, Web River will provide monthly reports on 
web traffic and optimize the MagiQ web site so that it appears high on the list of a 
web search. 
http://www.webrivernet.com/ 
Estimated $200 monthly retainer for 4 hours of updates and reporting,  
$2400 per annum 
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• Web Hosting by Earthlink 
Since our product is highly customized for each client, an e-commerce site is not 
necessary. Rather, the emphasis is on storage space for our educational and press 
materials and a sufficient number of email addresses to assure all employees will 
have his or her own mailbox. 
http://www.earthlink.net/ 
Premium hosting account, $43 monthly, $516 per annum 


• Domain name registration, annual fee $35 
 


Marketing and Promotions Summary 


• Target Audience: Large corporations or government agencies which require ultra-secure 
data transfer and communications. 


• Beliefs: A product is needed which can solve a security problem, and there is a 
willingness to take a risk on new technology which will solve it efficiently and with low 
failure rate. Highest level of security is desired by the client. Cost is less of an issue.  


• Call to Action: MagiQ can fill the need with a new single photon source product which will 
enhance existing QIP networks. 


• Key Thought: Sophisticated, unbreakable encryption protocol for secure data 
management can be made even better with an upgrade or retrofit with the new single 
photon source. New clients will benefit from a more complete product line. 


• Evidence to support key thought: Quantum optical science is the basis for all MagiQ 
products 


• Incentive: Contact potential clients directly through trade show venues; maintain web 
presence which gives technology background and contact information. 


• Key questions: 
“How can I benefit from your product?”  
The client will be assured of secure data management 
“Why should I believe you?”  
The products are well supported and documented by years of scientific research in 
quantum optical disciplines and existing products in the field. 
“How are you going to do it?”  
Each client will have a customized solution. The core technology is harnessed to suit 
the specific context outlined by the client, and MagiQ will work closely with the client 
to assure proper operation and customer satisfaction. 


 
V. Management Team 
 
Robert Gelfond is the founder and CEO of MagiQ.  Bob graduated from the University of Virginia 


with degrees in Mathematics and Economics in 1981.  Robert was Director of International 


Trading at D. E. Shaw & Co, from 1989 to 1992 where he was in charge of research, 


development, and implementation of a series of successful trading and arbitrage strategies in the 


global financial markets.  From 1982 to 1998, Robert worked very successfully on Wall Street and 


developed revolutionary trading strategies.  His success was exemplified by the fact that he 


earned the highest Sharpe ratio (risk-adjusted returns) of any trader in the industry in 1995 and 
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1996.  Robert’s knowledge and skill in business was central to his expertise in evaluating and 


investing in numerous early-stage, technologically oriented companies prior to MagiQ.  His 


experience provides the leadership and vision which has established MagiQ as a unique 


company bringing advanced science into the mainstream business world.    


 


Audrius Berzanskis, PhD, is MagiQ’s vice president of security engineering.  Dr. Berzanskis 


studied physics at the Quantum Electronics Department of Vilnius University where he received 


his PhD in 1996.  Simultaneously, he studied in the Department of Computer Science at Vilnius 


Technical University, where he received his MS in Computer Science in 1995.  Dr. Berzanskis 


has performed research in conjunction with numerous groups, including the University of Applied 


Sciences in Jena, Germany, the Technical Institute of Physics in Braunschweig, Germany, and 


the Universities of Milan and Insubria in Italy.  He is especially skilled in the areas of lasers, 


optical parametric processes, quantum and classical imaging, and nonlinear optics in bulk and 


structured materials.  He has extensive experience in developing analytical and numerical models 


of physical systems and currently oversees security design and software development. 


 


Steve Bookman is MagiQ’s director of finance.  Mr. Bookman received his AB in English 


Language and Literature from the University of Chicago and his MBA in Finance and International 


Business from Columbia University.  He is responsible for setting up MagiQ’s financial and 


operational infrastructure.  He currently oversees financial control, information management, 


operations, and human resources. 


 


Andrew Hammond is MagiQ’s vice president of marketing.  Mr. Hammond earned a BS in 


Business Administration from San Diego State University.  Mr. Hammond has extensive 


experience in business development, strategy development, and the marketing of high 


technology companies and products, and also has a successful record of growing early stage 


companies.  Initially working at Apple Computer, he managed the most successful Operating 


System introduction in Apple’s history and closed a major OEM relationship between IBM and 


Apple valued at over $10 million.  He later worked at Lotus and Open Market, where he was 


responsible for front office product strategy.  He later served as Director of Business 


Development at Netegrity, Inc. 


 


Michael LaGasse, PhD, is MaqiQ’s vice president of engineering.  Dr. LaGasse received his PhD 


in Electrical Engineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  He started his career at 


Boeings High Technology Center as an Associate Technical Fellow working on various advanced 


optical and electronic hardware including intersatellite laser communications and optical MEMS 


switches.  He later served as Director of Optical Hardware at PhotonEx, where he led the team 
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responsible for developing the first production 40Gb/sec transmitters and receivers, knowledge 


that would be directly applicable to his work on the MaqiQ QPN system.   


 


Kevin B Latraverse is MaqiQ’s vice president of worldwide sales.  Mr. Latraverse worked as Vice 


President and General Manager of VPN start-up Isolation Systems, Inc., and held various sales 


and sales management positions with CrossComm Corporation, NCR, and Data General 


Corporation.  Mr. Latraverse also served as President of KELEMA Solutions, a sales and 


marketing firm which specializes in developing distribution strategies and building revenue 


channels.  He is currently responsible for building and managing MagiQ’s worldwide sales force.  


 


Alexei Trifonov, PhD, is MagiQ’s chief scientist and vice president of research and development.  


He received his Master of Science from the Leningrad Polytechnic Institute (now St. Petersburg 


State Technical University) in 1981.  Before joining MagiQ, Dr. Trifonov was a senior researcher 


and the Head of Quantum Optics group at the Russian Academy of Sciences and a Visiting 


Scientist at the Royal Institute of Technology.  Dr. Trifonov is one of the worlds leading 


experimentalists in quantum optics and was the original project leader on MagiQ QPN.  


 


VI. Financial Analysis  
 
The financial projections and statements are included in the appendix. 


 


Revenue: MagiQ understands that it will take at least half a decade before this product enters the 


market.  The projected growth rate will then be at 20.75% year to year until 2010.  This prediction 


comes from the acknowledgement of the fact that this is currently a niche market.  There is 


presently a small community of clients that would have a demand for such an advanced product.  


The gradual increase however, does indicate that over time this product will be more appealing to 


a wider scope of clients.  MagiQ has also taken into great consideration the fact that this is a 


pioneering market.  Until scientific breakthroughs occur the demand will remain at a sustained 


level of increase. In the long term, beyond the five-year projections, revenues will theoretically 


grow at an exponential rate.  This exponential model comes with the mindset that humans will 


always thrive to improve their technological environment. 


 


Net Income: The Net income is projected to be profitable by 2009.  The expected increase is 


fueled by the coupling of an increasing volume of clientele and the staple production of slides.  


With an increased amount of clients demanding MagiQ’s prepared slides an exponential increase 


in the amount of returns is projected as the product matures.   It is difficult to determine how 


rapidly technological breakthroughs will occur.  However, when they do occur for quantum 
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computing, cryptography, or any other possible use of the Single Photon Source there will be a 


massive increase in the demand for the product.  Therefore future yields appear to be promising.  


 


Cash Flow: The company’s cashflow result comes from a collection of contributions.  The main 


factors that were taken into account were the Net income contribution that was adjusted for 


depreciation, capital expenditures, working capital, equity financing, and interest loses. In 


addition, the company determined that it was necessary to use a percentage of its retained 


earnings to ease the financial debt established by its equity financing.  This projection would 


reduce the interest costs in the long run and thus increase the cashflow of future years.  The cash 


flow is projected to start off very high, take a dip and then increase in nature.  MagiQ’s financial 


team projects an initial capital intensive endeavor due to the high-price of the hardware and 


software costs.  With this in consideration, the company will finance a large amount of equity in 


order to maintain a continual flow of business.  In the following years the company will request 


significantly less equity financing causing a short term decrease in cash flow until the company is 


established. 


 


Funding Needs & Use of Proceeds 
 


MagiQ will seek approximately $6 million dollars in financing for the start of its operations.  


This venture capital will be allocated towards facilities, equipment, inventory, and employee 


salaries.  The following year an estimated $1 million dollars in financing will be acquired for 


maintenance of business relations, networking and marketing, and employee moral to include 


training programs and educational forums. The company expects to finance $500,000 the third 


year to ease off of the reliability of external financial funds and to become fully independent and 


self reliable.  


  


 








12/31/2006 12/31/2007 12/31/2008 12/31/2009 12/31/2010


Cash 9,049,379$    6,812,213$    6,220,509$    6,724,883$    7,978,898$    


Accounts Recievable -$              (446,770)$     (666,039)$     (1,048,126)$  (1,497,559)$  


Compute/Office equip (Gross) 78,000$         90,000$         102,000$       162,000$       182,000$       
Accumulated Depreciation (23,400)$       (50,400.00)    (81,000.00)    (106,200.00)  (133,800.00)  
Net Computer Equipment 54,600$         39,600$         21,000$         55,800$         48,200$         


Production Equipment (Gross) 817,500$       877,500$       957,500$       1,537,500$    1,677,500$    
Accumulated Depreciation (91,969)$       (190,687.50)  (298,406.25)  (471,375.00)  (660,093.75)  
Net Production Equipment 725,531$       686,813$       659,094$       1,066,125$    1,017,406$    


Furniture & other equipment 186,700$       236,700$       261,700$       391,700$       401,700$       
Accumulated Depreciation (33,606)$       (76,212)$       (123,318)$     (193,824)$     (266,130)$     
Net Furniture & Equipment 153,094$       160,488$       138,382$       197,876$       135,570$       


Property & Facilities 3,680,000$    3,980,000$    4,130,000$    4,330,000$    4,430,000$    
Accumulated Depreciation (110,400)$     (229,800)$     (353,700)$     (483,600)$     (616,500)$     
Net Property & Facilities 3,569,600$    3,750,200$    3,776,300$    3,846,400$    3,813,500$    


TOTAL ASSETS 13,552,204$  11,002,543$  10,149,246$  10,842,958$  11,496,015$  


Accounts Payable 6,337,113$    5,022,361$    4,744,867$    4,921,694$    4,922,417$    
(includes all payables)


Defered Revenue 2,112,371$    1,674,120$    1,581,622$    1,640,565$    1,640,806$    
Insurance 2,000,000$    2,000,000$    2,200,000$    2,400,000$    2,600,000$    


TOTAL LIABILITIES 10,449,484$  8,696,481$    8,526,490$    8,962,259$    9,163,223$    


Paid in Capital 1,000,000$    1,500,000$    1,750,000$    1,875,000$    1,937,500$    


Retained Earnings 2,102,721$    806,062$       (127,244)$     5,700$           395,292$       


Liability & Stockholder Equity 13,552,204$  11,002,543$ 10,149,246$ 10,842,958$ 11,496,015$ 
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Balance Sheet For Fiscal Year Ending







12/31/2006 12/31/2007 12/31/2008 12/31/2009 12/31/2010


Sales 2,997,752$    4,467,702$   6,660,389$  10,481,262$  14,975,587$  
Other Revenue 73,000$         243,500$      544,500$     1,019,500$    1,727,500$    


Revenue 3,070,752$    4,711,202$  7,204,889$ 11,500,762$ 16,703,087$  


Software Cost 270,229$       403,134$     601,406$    897,192$      1,338,454$    
Hardware Cost 1,712,099$    2,554,151$  3,810,345$ 5,684,367$   8,480,080$    


Cost of Good Sold 1,982,328$    2,957,285$  4,411,751$ 6,581,560$   9,818,533$    
Gross Margin 1,088,424$    1,753,917$  2,793,138$ 4,919,202$   6,884,554$    


Direct & Indirect Selling Costs 36,649$         50,521$        69,817$       96,736$         134,400$       
Customer Support Costs 5,000$           5,000$          10,000$       13,000$         15,000$         


Contribution Margin 1,046,775$    1,698,396$   2,713,321$  4,809,466$    6,735,154$    


Research and Development 1,000,000$    1,000,000$   1,500,000$  1,500,000$    2,000,000$    
SG&A Employee Related 320,000$       322,000$      326,000$     400,000$       480,000$       


Marketing 80,000$         106,914$      142,883$     190,953$       255,195$       
Maintance and Services 150,000$       150,000$      150,000$     200,000$       200,000$       


Inventory Cost 132,879$       132,879$      265,759$     265,759$       398,638$       
Capital Expenditures 4,762,200$    422,000$      267,000$     970,000$       270,000$       


Intrest 1,800$           2,101$          1,620$         1,379$           1,418$           
Depreciation & Amortization 259,375$       287,725$      309,325$     398,575$       421,525$       


Total SG&A 6,706,254$    2,423,619$   2,962,587$  3,926,665$    4,026,775$    
Net Operating Income (5,659,479)$  (725,223)$    (249,266)$   882,800$       2,708,379$    


taxes -$              -$             -$            70,624$         216,670.32    
Net Income (5,659,479)$  (725,223)$    (249,266)$   812,176$       2,491,709$    
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Income Statement For Fiscal Year Ending







Costs 
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010


Hardware Cost of Sold Goods
EMCCD Dector Andor Tech 432,629$     645,407$     962,834$     1,436,379$  2,142,826$  
Laser time bandwidth LyCX 675,797$     1,008,170$  1,504,013$  2,243,724$  3,347,242$  
NanoDrive System 198,413$     295,997$     441,576$     658,753$     982,744$     
NI PCI 6052e multifuciton NA-DAQ 22,907$       34,173$       50,980$       76,054$       113,459$     
NI Connector SCB-68 3,961$         5,909$         8,815$         13,150$       19,618$       
NI shield Cable 1,276$         1,903$         2,839$         4,235$         6,318$         
APD model 14 Perkin Elmer 74,905$       111,744$     166,703$     248,692$     371,005$     
Power Supply 985$            1,469$         2,191$         3,269$         4,877$         
TE2000-U Quantum Microscope 191,662$     285,926$     426,552$     636,341$     949,309$     
Computer systems 44,755$       66,766$       99,604$       148,591$     221,672$     
Optical table 24,717$       36,873$       55,008$       82,062$       122,422$     
Optical Elements 40,094$       59,814$       89,231$       133,118$     198,588$     
Total Hardware Costs of Sold Good 1,712,099$  2,554,151$  3,810,345$  5,684,367$  8,480,080$  


Software Costs of Sold Goods
TimeHarp2000 Software 205,335$     306,323$     456,981$     681,735$     1,017,030$  
Labview Software 64,894$       96,811$       144,425$     215,457$     321,424$     
Total Software Cost of Sold Good 270,229$     403,134$     601,406$     897,192$     1,338,454$  


Total Cost of Good Sold 1,982,328$ 2,957,285$ 4,411,751$ 6,581,560$  9,818,533$ 


Inventory
Hardware Cost 
EMCCD Dector Andor Tech 29,000$       29,000$       58,000$       58,000$       87,000$       
Laser time bandwidth LyCX 45,300$       45,300$       90,600$       90,600$       135,900$     
NanoDrive System 13,300$       13,300$       26,600$       26,600$       39,900$       
NI PCI 6052e multifuciton NA-DAQ 1,536$         1,536$         3,071$         3,071$         4,607$         
NI Connector SCB-68 266$            266$            531$            531$            797$            
NI shield Cable 86$              86$              171$            171$            257$            
APD model 14 Perkin Elmer 5,021$         5,021$         10,042$       10,042$       15,063$       
Power Supply 66$              66$              132$            132$            198$            
TE2000-U Quantum Microscope 12,848$       12,848$       25,695$       25,695$       38,543$       
Computer systems 3,000$         3,000$         6,000$         6,000$         9,000$         
Optical table 1,657$         1,657$         3,314$         3,314$         4,970$         
Optical Elements 2,688$         2,688$         5,375$         5,375$         8,063$         
Total Hardware Costs of Inventory 114,765$     114,765$     229,531$     229,531$     344,296$     


Software Costs 
TimeHarp2000 Software 13,764$       13,764$       27,528$       27,528$       41,292$       
Labview Software 4,350$         4,350$         8,700$         8,700$         13,050$       
Total Software Cost of Inventory 18,114$       18,114$       36,228$       36,228$       54,342$       


Total Cost of Inventory 132,879$    132,879$    265,759$    265,759$     398,638$    
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Revenues
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010


Sales
Single Emitter Sales 2,987,751.91$  4,457,202.09$  6,649,364.17$  9,919,685.69$    14,798,432.10$   


Property Sales -$                 -$                 -$                 550,000.00$       165,000.00$        
Licencing Revenue 10,000.00$       10,500.00$       11,025.00$       11,576.25$         12,155.06$          


Sub-Revenue 2,997,751.91$  4,467,702.09$  6,660,389.17$  10,481,261.94$  14,975,587.16$   


Slide Revenue
Cost Per Slide 100.00$            100.00$            100.00$            100.00$              100.00$               
Slides Per Year 815                   2,030                3,844                6,547                  10,583                 
Sub-Revenue 73,000.00$       243,500.00$     544,500.00$     1,019,500.00$    1,727,500.00$     


Total Revenue 3,070,751.91$  4,711,202.09$  7,204,889.17$  11,500,761.94$  16,703,087.16$   


% change in Revenue -$                 21% 21% 23% 18%


Single Emitters Sold 15 22 33 50 74
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12/31/2006 12/31/2007 12/31/2008 12/31/2009 12/31/2010


Net Income (5,659,479)$   (725,223)$        (249,266)$      812,176$        2,491,709$     


Capital Costs:
Computers & Office Equip. (78,000)$        (12,000)$          (12,000)$        (60,000)$        (20,000)$        
Production Equipment (817,500)$      (60,000)$          (80,000)$        (580,000)$      (140,000)$      
Furniture & other equipment (186,700)$      (50,000)$          (25,000)$        (130,000)$      (10,000)$        
Property & Facilities (3,680,000)$   (300,000)$        (150,000)$      (200,000)$      (100,000)$      
Capital Expenditures (4,762,200)$   (422,000)$       (267,000)$     (970,000)$      (270,000)$     


Non-Cash Charges:
Computers & Office Equip. 23,400$          27,000$           30,600$         25,200$          27,600$         
Production Equipment 91,969$          98,718.75         107,719$        172,968.75     188,719$        
Furniture & other equipment 33,606$          42,606$            47,106$          70,506$          72,306$          
Property & Facilities 110,400$        119,400$          123,900$        129,900$        132,900$        
Depreciation 259,375$        287,725$         309,325$       398,575$        421,525$       


Working Capital:
Accounts Recievable -$               (446,770)$        (666,039)$      (1,048,126)$   (1,497,559)$   
Accounts Payable 6,337,113       5,022,361         4,744,867       4,921,694       4,922,417       
Derefered Revenue 2,112,371$     1,674,120$       1,581,622$     1,640,565$     1,640,806$     
Working Capital 8,449,484$     6,249,711$       5,660,451$     5,514,132$     5,065,664$     


Cash Flow From Operations 3,049,379$     5,812,213$      5,720,509$    6,724,883$     7,978,898$    
Equity Financing 6,000,000$     1,000,000$       500,000$        -$               -$               
Intrest 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.03%
Intrest Cost 1,800$            2,101$              1,620$            1,379$            1,418$            
Finance Payables 6,001,800$     4,901,180$       4,596,738$     4,725,361$     4,721,079$     
NET CASH FLOW 9,049,379$     6,812,213$      6,220,509$    6,724,883$     7,978,898$    
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Cashflow Statement For Fiscal Year Ending
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